S14 SYSTEM

S14 SYSTEM
Systems for linear S14d LED bulbs
S14 linear LED lamps are perfect for wall installation, for creating wall combinations or as bathroom and
outdoor lamps.
Thanks to Creative-Cables’ exclusive solutions, they can also be used as pendant lamps, increasing their
possibilities of use and creating original and creative compositions.
Available lampholders are esse14 and Syntax®.

IDEAL FOR

1

Multiple compositions

Bathroom lighting

2

Create unique lighting solutions with
S14 SYSTEM.
S14 is the Creative-Cables system that allows
anyone to create spectacular lighting solutions
using a piece of lighting history: tube bulbs.

3

Outdoor spaces

ESSE14: wall or ceiling lampholders

SYNTAX: lampholders for pendant lighting

Curved, small and design-oriented, you can give shape to your creations without worrying about their taking
up too much space. It does not require a ceiling rose and can be attached directly to the wall. An exclusive
Creative-Cables creation, designed to resist humidity thanks to its IP44 certification when combined with 30
or 50 cm linear LED bulbs.

The linear lamps with S14d socket are not restricted to basic wall or ceiling installation, but can also be
presented in all their glory in suspension, or with a swivel joint, and may be combined in different
compositions with never-before-seen scenographic effects, owing to the Syntax system.

SS14DTERP1NE

KPLS14DPN

KPLS14DPB

SYNTAX_S14D

Syntax S14d cover and lamp holder kit
The kit includes a Syntax lamp holder with S14d fitting and a cover, an accessory that allows you to cover
your lamp holder whilst hiding the cable clamp. This metal lamp holder cover works as a sheathing for the
S14d lamp holder and is available in different finishes - choose the one that suits your style. The Gold finish
is a perfect match to the golden LED linear bulbs, whereas the Silver finish suits the Smoky Grey linear bulbs,
and yet again the white version is excellent combined with the opaline linear bulbs for a total white effect.

WATERPROOF
MEMBRANE

KBXS14DOTS

KBXS14DVBO

KBXS14DTIS

KBXS14DRAS

Bulbs

S14 lamps

The S14d lamp holders can be matched with a wide range of linear bulbs. Transparent, gold, smoky grey and opal
finishes are available in 3 different lengths: small, medium and large. All the bulbs are dimmable.

The elegance and design of these lamps create a sophisticated atmosphere. The pendant version is ideal for minimal
yet functional lighting along corridors or in large open spaces. Alternatively, wall lamps provide functional and decorative
illumination, such as above a mirror or picture. S14 Lamps can be purchased with or without a bulb.

300mm
APL1310S14D

300mm

KPLS14DPB

KPLS14DPN

500mm
L 79mm, H 51mm

L 58mm, H 47mm

adjustable

APL1110S14D

Tilted up to 90° & rotated by 315°

1000mm

APL41310S14DTBS1BR

APL41210S14DVBOTBS1CR

APL41210S14DTISTBS1CR

300mm

500mm

1000mm

SEG50182
8 W - 300 Lm

SEG50186
12 W - 440 Lm

SEG50192
13 W - 720 Lm

SEG50183
8 W - 350 Lm

SEG50187
12 W - 500 Lm

SEG50194
13 W - 720 Lm

SEG50184
8 W - 100 Lm

SEG50188
12 W - 240 Lm

SEG50195
13 W - 350 Lm

SEG50181
8 W - 350 Lm

SEG50185
12 W - 560 Lm

SEG50190
13 W - 720 Lm

APL41310S14DRASTBS1BR

APL41310S14DOTSTBS1BR

L 79mm, H 51mm

Max L 195mm, Max H 100mm

APL41310S14D

APM4S14DVN

APL41210S14DVBOEXT

APM4VBOS14DVBO

APL41210S14DTISEXT

APM4VBOS14DTIS

APL41310S14DRASEXT

APM4VNS14DRAS

APL41310S14DOTSEXT

APM4VNS14DOTS

L 193mm, H 255mm

Ø 120mm, H 2100mm

L 195mm, H 255mm

PDMVNS14DRM04

APM1E30S14DVN

PDMVBOS14DVBORC01

APM1VBOE30S14DVBO

PDMVBOS14DTISERC37

APM1VBOE30S14DTIS

PDMVNS14DRASRN06

APM1VNE30S14DRAS

PDMVNS14DOTSRM04

APM1VNE30S14DOTS

Ø 120mm, H 375mm
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